
 

 
 

St Bede’s Catholic Middle School 

“We are God’s children working together to be our best in love, learning, service and worship.” 

Exploring Skylines and Patterns (Cultural Identities): Art and Design Scheme of Work 

Curriculum Intent in Art and Design: Through our teaching of the Arts, we aim to create the very best Artist, Designers 

and Photographers. It is our intention to implement the Catholic Pupil Profile to develop enthusiastic learners of Art in 

order to fulfil their God-given talents. The curriculum encourages pupils to creatively express themselves through their 

artwork, with a means to engage with and understand the world around them and their relationships with it. 

Sequencing of 
the Curriculum 

Michaelmas 1 – Out of the box 
Michaelmas 2 – Advent 
Lent 1 – Exploring Skylines and Patterns (Cultural Identities) 

Lent 2 – Exploring Skylines and Patterns (Cultural Identities) 

Trinity 1 – Orphism 

Trinity 2 - Hinduism 

What knowledge will pupils develop? (Including Key Terminology) What skills will pupils develop? (Including literacy and numeracy) 



 

Lesson Objectives 

• To develop an understanding on how to critically examine 

two works of art and find their similarities and 

differences.  

• To identify relevant areas for research.  

• To plan and design a creative artist research title.  

• To develop an understanding on how to create a series of 

mono prints through experimentations and these mono 

prints clearly link to the chosen project.  

• To develop an understanding on how to create a pastel 

transfer print through experimentation and these pastel 

prints clearly link to the chosen project. 

Keywords 

Cultural, religion, geometric, identity, language, smooth, pattern, local culture, belief, 3D, repeat, qualities, 

monochrome, perspective, scale, detailed, quality, ink, brayer, realistic 

Ideas of how parents can support children in this unit 

• Support: Pupils need to be prompted to look at their sketchbook assessments, these are written in green and 
red pen and are formatted WWW (what went well) and EBI (even better if). Pupils need to make the EBI 
changes to current and future work to improve their practical and analytical skills.  

• Visits: Visit Our Lady of Mount Carmel R C Church or alternative local catholic churches and discuss symbols, 
meanings and artefacts. Visits to local beauty spots, Birmingham Art Gallery and Museum, Wolverhampton 
Art Gallery or local Art Galleries give pupils exposure to cultural diversity and foster curiosity. 

• Websites: https://www.tate.org.uk/kids, https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z6hs34j, 
https://www.nga.gov/education/kids/ngakids-pc.html, YouTube/ Google images/Pinterest.  

• Books: Local Libraries have a wide variety of books about artists and art skills. Pupils can use them to support 
learning. 

Progression 
Model 

• Pupils will develop their knowledge and understanding of how to 
collect a limited amount of research from artists, crafts people, and 
designers' work (e.g., images of their work, basic facts...) that link with 
a simple idea. A key focus is Minty Sainsbury, an artist specialising in 
architectural pencil drawings.  

• Pupils will develop their knowledge and understanding of how to 
refine ideas by selecting from a limited range of resources and media. 
Resources and media should include; ICT, including Microsoft Office, 
mono printing, oil pastels and mark making techniques.  

• Pupils will develop their knowledge and understanding of how to 
suggest basic targets for improvements using limited keywords. 
Focusing on the Formal Elements of Art; line, shape, form, tone, 
texture, pattern, colour, and composition. Suggestions should discuss 
basic targets which link to the chosen contemporary artist, Minty 
Sainsbury.  

• Pupils will develop the skills and techniques required to experiment with a 
limited range of resources, (e.g., objects, images, secondary resources) to 
make links with a simple idea. Images should include photographs of 
different skylines and famous landmarks. Resources will include Mono 
printing, oil pastels and ICT.  

• Pupils will develop the skills and techniques required to use 2D dry and wet 
media with limited control. Skills and techniques include; blending and 
layering pastels to achieve desired hue, pencil control and pressure, mark 
making, using different tools to create different thicknesses and types of 
marks.  

• Pupils will develop the skills and techniques required to record simple 
compositions, patterns, shapes, and designs. Pupils will develop the skills 
and techniques to ensure careful application of pressure is used when 
working with mono printing and oil pastels.  

• Pupils will develop the skills and techniques to ensure their final outcome 
shows basic choices have been made, links simple ideas, research (different 
skylines and landmarks) and artists (Minty Sainsbury) together in an 
undefined way. Skills and techniques will have been used in a simple way 
(simple shape, tone, textures, colour, composition, have been attempted in 
a limited way). 

 

https://www.tate.org.uk/kids
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z6hs34j
https://www.nga.gov/education/kids/ngakids-pc.html


• To gain a better understanding on how to develop my 

sketchbook creativity to document my own experiences.   

 

• Family: Pupils should be encouraged to attend art club and take part in the school and community 
competitions. Pupils should be encouraged to talk about their artwork at home and teach their new skills to 
other family members. 

Marking/ Assessment of this unit 

• Baseline drawing assessment – Lent 1 and Lent 2 

• Summative - Peer and self-assessment 

• Formative assessment – Self assessment 

• Formative assessment - Teacher 

Virtual Curriculum and Extension ideas 

• Pupils should complete the photography virtual curriculum to prepare for Michaelmas 2 – year 7. 

• Pupils should be encouraged to practise drawing from observation which develops their basic skills. 

• Pupils have Keyword Lists in sketchbooks, and they should learn the spelling and meanings at home to 

support learning in school. 

• Pupils could use technology to record and create artwork – including photography with a smart phone or 

tablet. 

Catholic Ethos  

Pupils to be compassionate and loving in the way we treat each other; especially when 

a student’s offer feedback to their peers and by opening our pupils' eyes to those who 

are less fortunate to experience the Arts and Crafts. 

SMSVC/ Personal Development 

• Know strategies for keeping safe online; the importance of protecting personal 

information, including passwords, addresses and the distribution of images of 

themselves and others. 

• Know that differences and similarities between people arise from a number of 

factors, including family, cultural, ethnic, racial, and religious diversity, age, sex, 

gender identity, sexual orientation, and disability (see ‘protected characteristics’ in 

the Equality Act 2010). 

Cross Curricular Links 

• SMVSC: Research a country/culture in detail which 
could include cultural art, traditions, buildings, 
clothing which links to this topic.  
Geography: Year 6, Michaelmas 1 and 2, Local 
Geography – Birmingham: Develop understanding 
where in the World Redditch is in relation to other 
cities, countries, and continents. What is Redditch 
like including human population, physical features, 
and historical processes.  

British Values 

• Democracy – pupils will have the participate in 

discussions of artists work through critical studies. All 

pupils' opinions are listened to and respected. 

• Individual liberty – pupils will develop their 

understanding on the importance of independent 

learning and the importance of reflection of ideas as 

it processes. 

Careers 

Animator, Art therapist, Arts administrator or fundraising, 

Artworker, Ceramics designer, Community arts worker, 

Concept artist, Exhibition designer, Fashion designer, Fine 

artist, Furniture designer, Game artist, Glass 

blower/designer, Graphic designer, Illustrator, Interior 

and spatial designer, Jewellery designer, Medical 

illustrator, Museum/gallery curator, Museum/gallery 

exhibitions officer, Photographer, Press photographer, 



• French: Year 5, Lent 1 and 2, Discovering France: 
general culture: To discover the most famous 
monuments and towns across France.  

• English: Year 6, Trinity 2, Author Studies: Choose an 
author and create a research project and participate 
in presentations. 

• English: Year 5, Lent 2, Non-Fiction: Participate in 
presentations. Ask relevant questions to extend their 
understanding and knowledge. Maintain attention 
and participate actively in collaborative 
conversations. Participate in discussions, 
presentations, and debates. Differentiated success 
criteria are used for written pieces, where 
appropriate. 

• Mutual respect – pupils will take part in clearing and 

tiding the art materials away. 

• Tolerance of those with different faiths and belief – 

pupils will study artworks and traditions from other 

cultures and times. Pupils research how artists from 

different cultures respond to themes in order to 

widen their knowledge and understanding on other 

viewpoints. 

Printmaker, Product designer, Production designer, 

theatre/television/film, Stylist, Textile designer, Web 

designer, Architecture, Art technician, Art teacher 

 


